Larry Youngner joins the Huffington Post for a
discussion on Guantanamo Bay and the use of
female guards to transport Muslim prisoners.

NOVA Legal Beat: Mathew Tully Discusses
Compensation for Work-Related Travel
NOVA Legal Beat: Overtime for Driving Between
Offices?
Editor’s Note: This sponsored column is written by Mathew B. Tully of Tully Rinckey PLLC
, an Arlington firm that specializes in federal employment and labor law, security clearance
proceedings, and military law.
Q. My job requires me to do much driving between multiple offices. Should I get paid overtime
for this work-related travel?
A.
Some employers have this notion in their heads that anything done away from a desk or a
work station is not work, and certainly not compensable work. But when employees must be
away from their desks or work stations so they can drive between job sites, that travel time
under certain circumstances can be compensable under the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA).The FLSA requires employers to pay employees not exempted from the law overtime
at a rate of time and a half for any hours exceeding 40 hours per work week. When taking
travel time into account, on top of any work performed at locations traveled to and from,
employees can exceed this 40-hour threshold.Federal regulation states that “[t]ime spent by
an employee in travel as part of his principal activity, such as travel from job site to job site
during the workday, must be counted as hours worked.”The emphasis here is on the phrase
“part of his principal activity.” A “principal activity,” the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Virginia noted in Epps v. Arise Scaffolding and Equipment, Inc.
(2011), “embraces not just the predominant or principal function of an employee but also ‘all
activities which are an integral and indispensable part of the principal activities.’” Hence, time
spent traveling is compensable if the employee is “required to report at a meeting place to

receive instructions or to perform other work there, or to pick up and to carry tools, the travel
from the designated place to the work place is part of the day’s work,” according to the
regulation.Generally, the time an employee spends travelling from home to a work site or
vice-versa is not compensable. You’ll note that the regulation does limit the definition of travel
time to “travel from job site to job site.” Further, under an exemption to the FLSA’s travel time
requirement created under the Portal-to-Portal Pay Act, “an employer need not compensate
an employee for time spent traveling to the place of performance of the principal activity or for
activities which are preliminary or postliminary to the principal activity,” the Eastern District
noted in Harder v. ARCO Welding, Inc.
(2013).Examples of travel not covered by the FLSA identified by the court in Epps
include “bridge workers’ boat ride to job site” and “well drilling crews’ mandatory ride to well
site.” In these situations, the travel precedes the start of the principal activity. But any travel
that occurs “after the beginning of the employee’s first principal activity and before the end of
the employee’s last principal activity is…covered by the FLSA,” the court added.Employees
who believe they have been wrongly denied overtime for work-related travel should consult
with an experienced employment law attorney, who can prepare for them an FLSA lawsuit.
Employers, too, should consult with an experienced employment law attorney, who could help
them determine whether an employee’s travel time is compensable.Mathew B. Tully is the
founding partner of Tully Rinckey PLLC. Located in Arlington, Va. and Washington, D.C., Tully
Rinckey PLLC’s attorneys practice federal employment law, military law, and security
clearance representation. To speak with an attorney, call 703-525-4700 or to learn more visit
fedattorney.com
.

Director of Legal Services Neil A.G. McPhie, Esq.'s
Federal Times Staff Blog on Historical Revisionism
MSPB blocks agencies’ attempts at historical
revisionism
By Neil A.G. McPhie
October 20, 2014
Neil A.G. McPhie, Esq.Partner and Director of Legal
Services
Historical revisionism can be dangerous. Revisers

often gloss over or skew facts to create a narrative
that justifies their agenda. And lately, the Merit
Systems Protection Board (MSPB) has been catching
federal agencies engaging in historical revisionism
when attempting to justify different penalties
imposed on similarly situated employees.Take, for
example, the recently decided case of Ellis v. U.S.
Postal Service (2014). In this case the MSPB blocked
the agency’s attempt to justify the removal of the
appellant, a customer service supervisor, by
exaggerating the differences between the appellant’s
misconduct and the similar misconduct of another
employee.In Ellis, the agency demoted and
reassigned the appellant, who had been charged with
unacceptable conduct – misrepresentation of mail
volume reports. This charge was based on the
appellant’s inflation of mail volumes on certain routes
over two months. Although the Board upheld an
MSPB judge’s initial decision that the appellant
intentionally misrepresented mail volumes, it
mitigated the demotion/reassignment penalty
because of a lighter penalty imposed on a similarly
situated supervisor.In challenging his penalty, the
appellant in Ellis pointed to a similarly situated
supervisor who had been punished with a letter of
warning and a geographic reassignment for his
misrepresentation of employee work records. The
Board said this other supervisor’s offense was
“essentially the same offense” as the
misrepresentation of mail volume records.During the
hearing for Ellis, the agency’s witnesses tried to paint
the appellant’s misconduct as far more serious than
that of the similarly situated supervisor, who
inadvertently imputed the incorrect information into a
database. One witness, according to the MSPB,
“likened the difference between the misconduct by
those supervisors and the appellant’s misconduct as
akin to the difference between manslaughter and
murder.” The Board, however, rejected the agency’s
“post hoc re-characterization,” noting that the
similarly situated supervisor had intentionally
falsified official records and neither acknowledged
nor expressed remorse for his actions.
Consequently, the Board ordered the agency to
reinstate the appellant to his EAS-17 position and to
issue him a letter of warning rather than reduce his
grade.Although it was not mentioned in Ellis, this
case reminded me of a decision the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit had delivered while I
was chairman of the Board. In Williams v. Social
Security Administration (2009). Unlike Ellis, the
revisionist in this case was actually the appellant,
who had participated in a tax fraud and challenged his

removal by pointing out the agency had actually
re-employed the perpetrator of the crime. The Federal
Circuit said that if the agency did in fact re-employ the
more culpable employee and removed the employee,
“that could have shifted the balance.” But during oral
arguments before the court, a government attorney
explained that the agency removed the perpetrator
when his fraud was discovered. When he was
criminally charged, the agency rescinded the removal
and indefinitely suspended him, though he was
removed again after he was convicted. This
information, however, was not included in the record
before the MSPB, prompting the court to remand the
case so the Board could “develop, as fully as
possible, the facts” necessary to properly analyze the
disparate penalty claim.Last year, Williams’s
requirement for a fully developed record for disparate
penalty analyses ended up saving the job of the
appellant in Broccolo v. Department of the Treasury
(2013). The agency had removed the appellant
because she inappropriately claimed unemployment
compensation for seven weeks. An MSPB judge
affirmed the agency’s removal decision, stating,
“none of the comparators involved multiple, repeated
applications for unemployment compensation over
several weeks.”However, on appeal, the appellant in
Broccolo identified two more comparators. One of
them had inappropriately claimed unemployment
benefits on two occasions for a total of three weeks.
This comparator was suspended for two weeks for
the first offense and 60 days for the second, though
the latter offense initially attracted a removal
proposal. After reviewing the more fully developed
record, the Board rejected the agency deciding
official’s assertion that the appellant was the “only
repeat offender with multiple weeks of unemployment
compensation claimed to which she was not
entitled.” Finding the employee with the lighter
penalty to be similarly situated and that the agency
“failed to prove a legitimate reason for the difference
in treatment,” the Board mitigated the appellant’s
removal to a 60-day suspension.The truth is out there,
and to find it federal employees may need the
assistance of an experienced federal employment law
attorney. Federal employees should not let agencies
end their careers by revising history.Neil McPhie is
the Director of Legal Services for Tully Rinckey PLLC
and the former chairman of the U.S. Merit Systems
Protection Board. He concentrates his practice in
federal sector employment and labor law and can be
reached at info@fedattorney.com
.

Tully Rinckey Client Exposes VA Hospital: Stolen
Drugs, Tortured Veterans
Nurse exposes VA hospital: Stolen drugs, tortured
veterans
By Valerie Riviello
July 12, 2014Registered nurse Valerie Riviello has worked 28 years at the Albany Stratton VA
Medical Center, most recently in the psychiatric unit. She teaches at two local nursing
schools,and has received many honors for patient care and safety, including the Florence
Nightingale Award. Last fall, Riviello challenged the treatment of a female veteran strapped to
her bed for hours on end, in violation of VA rules. As a result, she was stripped of her nursing
duties. Now she’s one of 37 whistleblowers nationwide whose allegations of retaliation are
under investigation by the US Office of Special Counsel. Riviello told her story to The Post’s
Susan Edelman.
On November 5 of last year, I started my shift on the psychiatric ward at about 6:30 a.m.A
female Navy veteran, a victim of sexual assault in the military, was locked in a two-point
restraint — her right arm and left leg were strapped to the bedposts. She also had a belt tied
around her waist to restrict her movement.She had been restrained that morning because she
was “disruptive and agitated.”By 9 a.m., the veteran pleaded to be freed from the shackles.
The nursing team and I made an assessment. We felt that she was ready to come out. She
was calm and cooperative and taking her medication.We reported our assessment to the
attending physician, who did not agree. The doctor felt the patient was “unpredictable.” But
we concluded she had no intent to harm herself or anyone else. She was in pain and wanted
to use the bathroom — to bathe, wash her hair, brush her teeth.We kept advocating for her
release, which was met with resistance from the physician. At 1 p.m., the patient had wet
herself, was sweating and aching from being in the same position for so long.I called my
supervisor, saying we planned to remove the patient’s restraints to let her shower and use the
bathroom. He said, “It sounds like a plan.”So, after a total of seven hours, we took off the
restraints. The patient was very appreciative. She was trying to hug us, she was so happy.But
30 minutes later, the attending physician learned about the release and was furious,
demanding that we tie the patient down again. We refused, because there was no
justification.She was not imminently a danger to herself or others. Under VA policy, we’re
supposed to place patients in the “least restrictive environment” and use restraints only as a
last resort. In a case like this, where a woman had a history of sexual trauma and multiple
medical problems, restraints would not help — and could even be harmful. It could bring up
memories of her trauma, which could range from rape to sexual assault and leave her very
vulnerable.I learned from my nursing staff that the same female veteran was readmitted in
February and was kept in restraints for 49 consecutive hours over Presidents Day weekend.
They said the doctors didn’t want to come in to evaluate the patient, as required, if she was
released and had to be put back on restraints. Can you imagine being tied down for that many
hours? Every minute that someone is restrained seems like an eternity.

I started my nursing career at Albany Medical Center across the street from the VA as a
candy striper at age 15. I looked up to the student nurses and dreamed of becoming one. I
won the hospital auxiliary scholarship to attend nursing school with my essay “Why I want to

become a nurse.” I wanted to take care of people and make a difference in their lives when
they were feeling their worst.Many of our veterans are returning from combat with lost limbs,
shattered bones, brain injuries and sexual assaults. Others who served years ago are aging
and face health complications. I have a passion for psychiatric nursing because I want to take
care of “invisible wounds,” or psychological suffering.In recent years, it’s been very
discouraging to watch the level of care given to veterans deteriorate. Their ability to make
choices and be involved in their treatment is disregarded. There’s no oversight of the local
leadership and no accountability for how they treat employees and veterans. That has
harmed patient care and staff morale.The Albany VA hospital is now part of a national
scandal involving veterans who have died while waiting for care, the falsification of
appointment schedules, and retaliation against whistleblowers. My case is one of dozens
under investigation.Since my removal, other nurse managers have told me what is going on in
the hospice and geriatric units.Last month, they found that a nurse had been diverting
morphine. He was withdrawing the drug from vials and replacing it with water or some other
unknown substance.Over the past year, this had occurred more than 5,000 times.This means
our hospice patients were not getting their pain medication. The veterans were dying in pain.
That’s appalling.The medicine comes out of a machine that records what is removed and put
back. Someone should have spotted the pattern and asked, “What is this traffic going in and
out, in and out?”Finally, a new night nurse reported that her colleague seemed under the
influence of something. The nurse taking the morphine admitted that he had an addiction
problem and was fired. The VA’s inspector general is investigating.Other co-workers
throughout the hospital have asked me to spread the word about a variety of problems:A
kitchen employee complained the kitchen is skimping on patient meals. If a tray comes back
with an unopened milk carton, the patient will no longer be served milk with his or her meal.
Special diets are frequently not adhered to, and staff is instructed to give less food to
patients.The pharmacy often runs out of medications and gives patients an IOU note stapled
to an empty bag. The pharmacy is falling behind and has many undelivered
prescriptions.Nurses have complained about brown tap water on the seventh floor. The
bathrooms are filthy, and often have no toilet paper, particularly in the Veterans Service
Center.In March, my supervisor served me with a reprimand for the incident with the female
veteran, citing a “failure to follow the patient’s plan of care.”I turned to a private law firm that
works with federal employees, Tully Rinckey, to fight the disciplinary action.Two weeks later, I
was served with a 30-day suspension without pay because I had given my lawyer patient
information to defend my actions. But the hospital had already turned over 250 pages of this
patient’s records. There was no breach of privacy.They gave me a desk job to develop a
nurse residency program all by myself. At other VA hospitals, it took a team of
nurse-educators and leaders to create such a program.When veterans I’ve known for years
visited my office or stopped me in the lobby to chat, they were later questioned by my
supervisors as to why they were talking to me. One veteran became irate at the grilling. It’s an
example of the hostile environment and bullying I have endured.I have been proud to serve
the veterans and their families. I have also adopted and raised two boys who are now
successful in the Marines and Army. I care for all of my veteran patients the exact way I would
want my two sons cared for if needed some day.I feel betrayed and humiliated the way the
VA has tried to silence me, tarnish my career and hide what happened. Since I have come
forward, data on the use of restraints, which we are required to keep, has gone missing from
the electronic files. I’ve worked really hard for 28 years and don’t want to end my career this
way.I want to make sure veterans get the care they deserve with respect and dignity. I also
want to leave a legacy for future nurses to feel free to speak out without retaliation.

Tully Rinckey PLLC’s Greg T. Rinckey speaks with

the Washington Times about the hunt for military
sex abusers
Political hunt for sex abusers puts military justice in
peril, lawyers say
The push from the commander in chief, generals and
politicians to punish sexual offenders has become so
relentless that it endangers the fairness of the military
justice system, defense lawyers say.They worry that a
cacophony of public statements vouching for
accusers and demanding justice can sway military
judges and jurors who are trained to take lawful
orders.A military judge already has ruled that
“unlawful command influence” infected the infamous
case of an Army general charged with a string of sex
offenses.“I think it’s troublesome when you have the
president and the secretary of defense making certain
pronouncements about what’s to be expected for
sexual assault,” said Greg Rinckey, a former Army
judge advocate whose firm represents military
defendants. “I mean, it’s one thing to say it’s a serious
matter and needs to be handled and investigated.“But
it’s another thing to come out and say anyone who is
convicted of a sexual assault should get a
dishonorable discharge,” he said. “Each case has to
be handled on a case-by-case basis. The facts of each
case are different.”John M. Dowd, a defense lawyer
who charged the Marine Corps commandant with
unlawful command influence in a dereliction of duty
case, likened the political climate in Washington to a
“hanging party.”“We seem to be in a climate where
folks can pick and choose which part of the criminal
justice they like depending on their particular bias
and political correctness,” Mr. Dowd said. “It does not
seem to matter to the political and chattering classes
that female officers are free to perjure themselves in
sexual harassment cases without consequence.
Perjury is a serious crime which subverts the entire
system of justice. Do the ends justify the means? Is it
more important to protect the system or just have a
hanging party based on false accusations?”The
Obama administration last year selected sexual
assault in the military as a prime topic after a
Pentagon survey found that 26,000 active-duty troops
— 12,000 women and 14,000 men — said they were
victims of “unwanted sexual contact” in 2012. Such
behavior is defined as abusive sexual contact up to

and including rape.The number officially reported to
commanders was much smaller: 2,949 military
victims in the 1.39 million active force. The report said
the justice system disposed of 444 “unfounded
allegations.” Defense attorneys point to this number
to argue that each case must be judged on its merits.
False accusations have risen 35 percent since 2009,
the report states.The military’s sex abuse survey
produced statistics similar to those in the civilian
world. Still, the figures triggered a wave of
denunciations from President Obama, Defense
Secretary Chuck Hagel and lawmakers on Capitol
Hill.“When a member of our military is assaulted by
the very people he or she trusted and serves with, or
when they leave the military, voluntarily or
involuntarily, because they were raped, that’s a
profound injustice that no one who volunteers to
defend America should ever have to endure,” Mr.
Obama said in January.Army Secretary John
McHugh, a former Republican House member, in
November issued an order directing all soldiers
convicted of sex offenses to be discharged. Those
convicted overseas are to be sent stateside for
separation procedures. Army commanders no longer
can decide a soldier’s career on a case-by-case
basis.In May, Mr. Hagel said of accusers: “They have
to feel confident that if they come forward, that, in
fact, they can rely on our system of justice and, in fact,
action will be taken and responsibility at all levels of
command will be implemented and commanders will
be held responsible. The victims won’t be penalized,
we will do something about it, and we will get control
of this.“I have said clearly in my statement that we’re
all going to be held accountable at every level of
command for every one of these incidents,” the
defense secretary said.‘Truth, not politics’
The push from the top to punish sex abusers seems to
be seeping into the justice system.In the infamous
case of ArmyBrig. Gen. Jeffrey Sinclair, who was
accused of violating military ethics and sexual
assault in Afghanistan, the military judge ruled that
“unlawful command influence” tainted the
prosecution.Outside political forces, including an
advocate for the accused, behind the scenes urged a
top general not to accept a plea bargain, which he
then rejected. Gen. Sinclair pleaded guilty to lesser
charges of improper relations with two female
officers and conduct unbecoming an officer.“The
Obama administration is wrong in trying to redefine
‘justice’ to mean that a person’s guilt can be proven
by accusations alone,” said Elaine Donnelly, who
heads the Center for Military Readiness. “The Brig.

Gen. Jeffrey Sinclair case was no different from many
others, except for his rank. The judge was correct in
suspending proceedings when a meddlesome ‘victim
advocate’ tried to inject political considerations into
the courtroom, egged on by politicians, the media,
and nervous Pentagon officials.”“The ultimate
long-term goal should be justice based on truth, not
politics,” Ms. Donnelly said.Defense lawyers across
the country have filed motions to dismiss charges
based on public statements made in 2012 by Marine
Commandant Gen. James F. Amos. During a series of
speeches to Marines known as the “heritage brief,” he
urged them to “get rid” of sex offenders. Lawyers
have argued that the speeches were tantamount to an
order to convict.Promoting victims’ rights
During a Senate debate on whether commanders
should be removed from decision-making on serious
sex abuse cases, senators seemed to demand
convictions.“Since 2004, I have been sounding the
alarm over the military’s ineffective response to the
growing crisis of sexual assault in the military,
including the need to ensure appropriate punishment
for the perpetrators, to provide adequate care for the
survivors of such reprehensible crimes, and to
change the culture across the military so that sexual
assault is unthinkable,” said Sen. Susan M. Collins,
Maine Republican.“Looks like we have lost our
bearings for the sake a political cause,” said Mr.
Dowd, the defense attorney. “And all of the hysterics
and condemnations by the senior officials creates the
poison which corrupts the process and leads to
unlawful command influence.”The Pentagon says it
is taking the rights of defendants seriously.“The
objective of the department is to achieve high
competence in holding offenders appropriately
accountable,” said ArmyLt. Col. Catherine Wilkinson,
a Pentagon spokeswoman.“The department is
committed to providing a fair and equitable system of
accountability that promotes justice, assists in
maintaining good order and discipline in the U.S.
armed forces, and promotes efficiency and
effectiveness in the military establishment, thereby
strengthening the national security of the United
States,” Col. Wilkinson said.The focus remains on
victims.Col. Wilkinson said the just-passed Defense
Authorization Act reformed the Uniform Code of
Military Justice by enhancing victims’ rights and
limiting the discretion of convening authorities — the
senior officers who oversee judges and attorneys in a
legal proceeding.The Pentagon has established a
team of victims specialists including attorneys,
witness assistance personnel, advocates and

paralegals.“This capability will expand and leverage
existing resources to deliver a distinct, recognizable
group of professionals collaborating to provide
effective, timely, responsive worldwide victim
support,” Col. Wilkinson said.Upcoming surveys
The Pentagon‘ push to spur more accusers to come
forward has snared one of the Army’s top prosecuting
judge advocates.In early March, the Army suspended
Lt. Col. Joseph Morse from overseeing the
prosecution of sex and child abuse cases. The
reason: a female Army lawyer accused him of trying
to kiss and grope her more than two years ago.The
independent military newspaper Stars and Stripes
said the reported incident happened in a hotel room
while the two were attending a training session in
Alexandria, Va. Lt. Col. Morse was a prosecutor in the
Army’s case against Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, who
pleaded guilty to massacring 17 Afghans in 2012.The
Army’s Criminal Investigation Command is
investigating. No charges have been filed.Mr.
Rinckey, the former judge advocate, said bringing a
complaint more than two years after the incident
should raise a warning flag.“It calls into question the
credibility of the alleged victim, especially if she was a
legal officer trained to understand how the system
works,” he said. “To wait three years and then to
come out with this allegation, it just smells bad.”An
Army spokesman confirmed the investigation in
underway but offered no details.A Navy Top Gun F-18
pilot has conducted and posted online a study
asserting that an “over-focus” on social issues,
among a list of other fleet developments, is hurting
retention.“Sailors continue to cite the over-focus on
social issues by senior leadership, above and beyond
discussions on war fighting — a fact that demoralizes
junior and mid-grade officers alike,” Cmdr. Guy
Snodgrass wrote this month on the U.S. Naval
Institute website, an independent forum for active and
retired sailors and Marines.“Put simply, there is no
dollar amount that can be spent, or amount of training
that can be conducted, that will completely eradicate
complex issues such as suicide, sexual assault, or
commanding officer reliefs for cause — yet we
continue to expend immense resources in this
pursuit,” he said. “Sailors are bombarded with annual
online training, general military training, and safety
stand-downs — all in an effort to combat problems
that will never be defeated.”The Pentagon’s next
annual report on sexual assault, this one on 2013, is
due to be released April 30. It will not include survey
numbers like the one that derived the 26,000 victims
number. That survey will be conducted this year and

released next year.The Pentagon is expected to
report a big jump in reported sexual abuse, which it
says shows that its drive to persuade people to come
forward is working.

